
Purpose 
EBU-TT part 2 recommends how to map EBU 
STL files to EBU Timed Text. The resulting file is 
easy to transcode into subtitle formats used 
for distribution, such as DVB Subtitles and 
online formats. 

The original STL file can be carried in the EBU-
TT file, base-64 encoded into characters. 

Note that EBU STL files can carry Teletext and 
Open subtitles. 

 
Information external of STL 
Subtitle systems often use information that is NOT captured in STL files, but in some ‘external 
context’ (e.g.  set on the inserter). This is especially relevant for Open subtitles, for which STL lacks 
key information, such as the font used. It is important to obtain this metadata before converting files. 

                 Typical Teletext characteristics          |                                                    
- mono-spaced font 
- regular grid-based screen lay-out 
- max. 36 or 37 characters per line 
- use of the space character to position text 

 
Screen dimensions 

 

Subtitle font-size in EBU-TT part 2 is based on a grid of cells. The cellResolution parameter puts 
a grid over the whole image (= active video). Within this a graphics safe region is defined relative to 
the active video by creating a region. The active video pixel dimensions are also signalled, using the 
extent parameter. Although not explicitly referenced from anywhere, this extent information 
may be useful to understand what screen size the subtitles were authored for. Note that the ‘active 
video’ may include black bars.



Subtitle text 

Subtitles are created using span elements and wrapped by p elements, which include the timing 
information. Note that (contrary to STL), in EBU-TT the out-cue (= end) is exclusive; it is the timecode 
at which the subtitle will NOT be visible anymore. 

Positioning 
The simplest conversion positions the subtitles as 
textrows in the defaultRegion. The rows can be put at the 
top (displayAlign = “before”) or at the bottom 

of the screen (displayAlign = “after”) and 

moved further up/down using br elements. 

Single / double lineheight 
Subtitles often are ‘double height’, which means they ‘use’ two row heights vertically, but the line 
breaks may be single height. Care must be taken to make sure line breaks in STL are translated in the 
correct number of vertical displacements in EBU-TT. External context information may be required. 

Referred styles 
In EBU-TT part 2, subtitles refer to a set of predefined styles that are supplied in the beginning of the 

file. Styles on parent div elements can provide defaults to a group of subtitles, while span 
elements allow style attributes (such as colour) to be changed on a word- or even character-by-
character basis. 

STL metadata 
Most information in the so-called STL GSI blocks is mapped into EBU-TT using the 
documentMetadata element. Examples include the country of origin, editor name, etc. 
The first subtitle in an STL file often is not a real one, but informally used to also carry metadata. The 
recommendation is to place this data into the EBU-TT subtitle0 element. 

Example 

 


